SMART AUTOMATION SOLUTION
RETAIL & COMMERCIAL AREAS
A SOLUTION FOR HIGH-TECH COMMERCIAL COMPLEXES
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RETAIL AUTOMATION
SOLUTION
Retail Automation is a growing market. Various innovations
are taking place every day to improvise the retail automation
market such as touch screen kiosk, to use of tablets and
smart phones at the POS (point of sale).
The overall retail automation market is segmented into three
major segments namely, retail point of sale automation,
retail supply chain automation and geography.
The main aim of an automation solution is to create a
unified system for the shopping centre with compatible
components for control system of the building.

NOXEL AUTOMATION
MAKE A SUCCESS STORY

The two major driving factors for the retail automation
market are the growth of the retail market and the
customer’s need for sophisticated services.
We are inspired to help our clients grow by providing
business insight with our huge market intelligence
repository.
NOXEL provides turnkey solution for design, supply,
project management & installation.
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SMART FACILITY
MANAGEMENT
Monitor the security of common areas, set the lighting
mode, scene of the main halls and Gathering areas, inform
and promote your complex to visitors and customers and
make it a remarkable experience.
A key factor to a successful shopping complex is to make
sure customers will visit the site more often which ultimately
increases the revenue and decrease the total vacancy.
A successful business owner is a powerful partner. A wellequipped complex shall support each business with the
best infrastructure that a market has to offer.
In a smart complex an individual business should be able
to promote its merchandise and expand its business within
the infrastructure of the complex itself.

INDIVIDUAL UNITS
In a complex each business activity is important to increase
its market share and productivity as well as generating an
income for the complex.
Today each business owner needs to manage its franchise
in multi locations. This requires access to multi location at
the same time.
To maintain a business standard is a big challenge but to
keep that up, the owner needs to eliminate human errors
which is a nightmare without an automated smart control
solution.
To improve your business further and create a positive
cash flow you need to attract your customers via the most
interactive way. The business owners must have instant
access to smart automated digital board to promote their
offers to reach their customers.
NOXEL SMART COMMERCIAL automated solutions are
ready to make that possible .
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SAFE AND ATTRACTIVE
1
VISITOR MOVEMENT ANALYSIS
AND PUBLIC INFORMATION
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At any given time, there may be large numbers of customers entering
and existing shopping centres, shops and department stores. Video
surveillance and people counting system are tools to systematically count
and analyse customer movements, you can clinch key advantages and
react appropriately to the traffic patterns of your customers. Automated
Public Address systems control of central announcements, automatic
announcements as well as time controlled announcements.
Smart Parking guidance system helps the on-site management staffs to
effectively guide the incoming vehicles towards vacant spaces require
efficient monitoring of occupied and vacant parking spaces.

MEDIA ARCHITECTURE AND
MIGHTY VIDEO WALLS
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Smart Video walls are found in malls, stadiums, and other large public
venues, where Patrons and customers are expected to observe the display
at long distances. Automated Video walls can also benefit smaller venues
when patrons may view the screens both up close and at a distance; they
are suitable for the distant passer-by to view photos while also providing
the nearby observer enough resolution to read about upcoming messages.
Public Address systems can easily be installed as a simple stand-alone
system or it can be integrated within Smart Digital Signage, CCTV, Access
Control or Fire Alarm Systems.

AUTOMATION SOLUTIONS FOR
INTEGRATED EQUIPMENT

You can program your motorized equipment, water features or shades to
come on in the middle of the day while you’re away or in the middle of the
night while you’re asleep. Automated equipment can also save you money
on your bills by allowing you to set them to automatically shut off after a
pre-set time.
Using a rain sensor or water moisture sensor, you can shut your irrigation
system off Automatically during a rainstorm or when a pre-determined
level of water has been used. It is ideal for malls.
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INTELLIGENT AND PROFITABLE
4
CUSTOMER BEHAVIOUR
AND RETAIL PROMOTION

The principles of NOXEL wayfinding focuses on the principles of architectural clues
by lighting, sight lines, and Digital signage. These features are information support
systems to way finding. Most of the shoppers spend between 20-40 minutes in a
shopping mall common area without buying anything - the retailer has little idea
of where they have browsed, how long they stayed, or even the total number of
shoppers. To provide the retailer with that information, our NOXEL technology using
locally installed devices combined with hardware and patented software that gathers
the information anonymously and analyses customer movements. Digital Signage is
an effective way to spread important and specially created messages electronically
and timely as it is very eye catching and grabs people’s attention. It is mostly used in
malls, airports, hospitals, schools, hotels etc. It can be controlled remotely, and with
people counting system at each smart Digital Signage systems, signage counts and
analyses customer movements.
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UNIQUE ENVIRONMENT FOR
SHOPPING EXPERIENCE
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Retailers understand the value of creating a unique shopping experience through
the effective choice of colour schemes, layouts, displays and of course lighting.
NOXEL Automated Smart Lighting, music and audio visual systems play a vital role in
establishing the shop’s brand and attitude as well as increasing visitors by offering a
bright and inviting environment.
NOXEL Digital Signage System uniquely enables us to provide you with accurate
shopper traffic and dwell time to give you very detailed Shopper Hours data. It
enables and empowers business owners to use every square foot of space positively
for maximum return on capital.

IMPROVED ENVIRONMENT FOR
RETAILERS AND VISITORS

The use of background music within Public Address systems can improve staff
morale, Productivity and the workplace environment. It has also been demonstrated
that Public Address systems can influence a customer’s actions e.g. browsing for
longer, shopping more quickly. Lighting for retail applications must first and foremost
show off the merchandise and the brand to the best effect, while also creating a
pleasant and comfortable environment for customers. Whether it is food, clothing or
jewellery, the product in question must be made to stand out, using the widest range
of dramatic display lighting techniques.
However, at the same time there is a clear requirement for retail installations to balance
aesthetics with improved efficiencies Branding cods and reduced maintenance.
The good news is that with NOXEL’s extensive range of switching, lighting and
Media Distribution System solutions specifically designed for retail environments, it is
possible to achieve a superb quality of light and Media control along with significant
energy and therefore financial savings.
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INTEGRATED SOLUTIONS

INTEGRATED LIGHTING AND
SHADING CONTROL
Noxel lighting control gives you precise, one-touch
control of electric. It adds beauty, convenience, and
comfort to your environment. Even better, it lowers your
utility bills and increase the value and security of your
working area.

INTEGRATED MOTORIZED
Motorized equipment and window treatments play an
important role in the overall ambience of a zone and can
quickly become a focal point. They are truly an accessory
that should be carefully considered .

CENTRAL AUDIO
DISTRIBUTION
Imagine having Hi-Fi music in every retail area of a
shopping mall. Select multiple sound sources at each
location without affecting audio playing in the other zones.

CENTRAL VIDEO DISTRIBUTION
A centralized audio/video system that pipes music and
video/cable signals throughout the whole area.
Because the system is centralized, the only components
present in each area are speakers and screens. Control of
the system is made through a handheld remote or central
control panels.
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SMART CLIMATE CONTROL
Climate control systems from Noxel give you an ultimate
climate control throughout your retail area. Our smart
system, enable your thermostats, window shades or
blinds to work together to improve energy efficiency,
reduce the demands of the heating and cooling systems
and prevent damage to expensive furnishings from over
exposure to harmful UV rays.

CUSTOMIZED SCENE SELECTION

When our automation system gets in place, then the
control is in the palm of your hand. Various scenarios
can be programmed tailored to your taste and corporate
brand. Scenarios like “working time” which disable
the alarm system, lighten up your path way, set the
temperature as you predefined and many more. Or in
Boardroom with a single touch of a button, shades will
be closed, lights goes to presentation mode, music / TV
will turned off and everything will set for a comfortable
presentation.

WI-FI
EVERY WHERE
Wi-Fi coverage throughout your retail area or central yard,
providing Wi-Fi coverage for your visitors and customers
laptops, tablets and smartphones.

INTELLIGENT SECURITY SYSTEM
Noxel makes it easy to monitor and control the safety and
security of your environment to ensure that your customers
and personal property are always protected.
Intelligent security systems offer ultimate peace of mind and
endless safety options.

IP-PBX

IP-PBX

Inside or outside of the complex - press one button to
activate motion sensors and security cameras, turn on
exterior night lights, close every blind, and automatically
lock all the doors. This is the Intelligent Security system
from Noxel.

An IP PBX provides voice/video communication service
over your broadband network rather than circuit-switched
networks. IP PBX typically can switch calls between VoIP
on local lines or between VoIP and traditional telephone.

INTEGRATED ACCESS SYSTEM

ENERGY
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

An elegant intercom sytem integrated with secure and
perfect Gate control, not only add luxurious look to the
entrance area, but also will provide a hassle free and
an ultimate door access system for your safety and
convenience.

Set your intelligent lighting to automatically turn on and
off with the rising and setting sun by timing them to an
astronomical clock.
Pre-set blinds to close, shutting out powerful sunlight and
keeping the interior of your shop cool while conserving
energy.
Reduce the demand on cooling systems with climate
control that regulates thermostat levels based on outside
temperature.
Press a “Lights Out” button to disable all intelligent
lighting, making certain that no lights have been left on
unnecessarily.
Green automation integrates with occupancy and
motion sensors to dim or turn off lights when a zone is
unoccupied.
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SMART AUTOMATION SOLUTION
RETAIL & COMMERCIAL AREAS

SINGAPORE

SWITZERLAND

USA

NOXEL Pte Ltd.

NOXEL Asia Sdn bhd.

NOXEL Pte Ltd
Level 4, 25, Playfair Road
Singapore 367990

A2-2-3A, Publika
Jln. Dutamas, 50480
Kuala Lumpur, MALAYSIA

T : +65 3158 6590
F : +65 3158 6589

Tel : +60 3 6419 0309
Fax : +60 3 6419 0308

Website : www.noxel.com
Email : sales@noxel.com

Website : www.noxel.com
Email : sales@noxel.com
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AUSTRIA
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